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I would like to thank the organisers for inviting me to this conference and I believe that it is important to consider our own places and context through the lens of history and the lived experience of others with other place-experience and cultural context.

The northern business instincts and interests that led to the formation of the Ulster Volunteer Force in 1912 in attempt to blackmail government against the Home Rule agenda were the same forces that encouraged the same organisation once again towards physical violence as republicans and nationalists stood up and celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Easter Rising in 1966 in Belfast.

And in those last intervening 50 years the population of the city has shrunk /been driven by policy agendas reducing from 450,000 to 270,000 people.  And as signal of its demise virtually all of the inner-city housing stock was demolished (none of it as a result of the conflict) with only a handful of traditional terrace streets left extant and 30 of the 36 former linen mills demolished in the last 30 years.  The replacement housing was driven by the housing agency keen to build new good build-quality homes but without sense of the collective memory of the city and the inner-city neighbourhoods. 

Tragically more than half of all deaths in the northern conflict – the 1966 to 1996 Troubles occurred in the first 10 years and 60% of all the 3,500 dead were killed in north and west Belfast.  The spatial concentration of political violence was reflected at the interfaces between residentially segregated communities.  Space was central to the overall conflict and remains central to how the peace might actually contribute to quality of life issues.

This is a story of a divided city in which two distinctly sounding communities share little recent collective memory. It is a short story about a pocket-city: a city lipped by hills that you could almost hold in the palm of your hand.  It is my place, my home-place: former ship-yard town; former mill town, and former arena of urban warfare.  

I have long been interested in the idea and earth-churning and muck-shifting reality of the physical making of new ground.  From the early fascination of visiting building sites with my architect father to crawling (as a boy) into 1metre diameter storm drains in the area we called ‘the jungle’, at the bottom of my street, as the M1 motorway in Belfast was being constructed adjacent to Abhainn Bharra - the Owenvarragh River, becoming or being named the Blackstaff further downstream.  That barred river of my early years now resonates as metaphor for the changing face of my city as fences, walls and barriers became physical reality in the re-imaged spatial construct of the city and in the immediate and harsh experience, for many people, of ordinary day-to-day living. 

The shocking act of the burning of Bombay Street in August 1969 and the subsequent determination by family, neighbours and friends to rebuild that street from the ashes staked a claim for the value and place of community action and collective endeavour.  That building work in the charged atmosphere as the war broke out on the streets of Belfast actually made new physical ground (in that tense fragile atmosphere) by moving a section of the then newly erected ‘peace-line’ (then a 1metre high coil of barbed wire on timber x-shaped stakes) and it quietly, confidently challenged what have now become embedded notions of neighbourhood territory and neighbourhood ownership of land.  It also spoke clearly of the value of professional agency working with a civic agenda without fear and with confidence in leadership from within a community.
















Artist Brendan Ellis described the Westlink motorway that cuts through north and west Belfast as a ‘kind of coronary by-pass operation which will never improve the lot of the less-well-off’, reminding us that those with jobs and money can drive through the inner city without experiencing deprivation.  Journalist –author Vicky Cosstick in her book, Belfast: Towards a City without Walls’ deftly critiques the Westlink as the ‘most dominant and effective interface ...which slices the city like a crooked smile.’  A road considered (if not conceived) as a cordon sanitaire which encouraged officials within government to suggest that ‘other opportunities to create ‘’natural’’ divisions between different areas should be explored.’

The so-called ‘peacelines’ /walls are controversial means of security, creating an atmosphere of abnormality which seems normal to many yet remain shocking in their scale; the extent of the lands in their wake (87 hectares in the city) and notwithstanding the extent of deprivation that is the daily reality for disaffected young people contributing to the palpable feeling of claustrophobia in many interface neighbourhoods.

And there are indeed whole swathes of the small city of Belfast that remain unknown – a terra nullius, even for long-term residents unless they seek some destination ‘dark tourism’ as edgy or exotic treat for visitors: a growing phenomenon that now includes the ‘walls’ in any touristic visit to the city.  Indeed, now recognised by the Tourist Board as a core visitor interest.






In the context of post-industrialisation which has intensified urban crises in many European cities political violence is located ‘as a surface expression of deeper socio-economic and / or ideological contexts’, areas of boundary /interface between neighbouring communities, that contemporary history has now left socially non-connected, remain the fringe and marginal areas in the city and seem permanent areas of fear and enduring blight. They seem doomed to paralysis and new development that could transform such a landscape of neglect?  

The walls in the city and the void spaces in their wake representing all the layers of barriers in the city and of underlying deep-rooted sectarianism are the lens through which all real change and real new ground should, I believe, be measured.  In his 1971 essay, ‘Understanding Ourselves’, subsequently entitled ‘Common Ground’ (1984) E Estyn Evans lamented that ‘people living in such closed-in lowlands with restricted horizons tend to have a limited vision and imagination’ in contrast with the ‘hills which are naturally areas of vision and imagination, which are poetic and visionary …’ The hills are shared by us all and are accessed by all.  The upper level view can be shared by all.  All of us can expand our common ground and build a place that Evans hoped would broaden by people living together, mixing and ‘quickening each other’.

The Interface Walls – the ‘peace-walls’ – are the immutable barriers declaring our irrevocable past.  There are 30.5 kilometres of them in the city and subsequently approximately 87 hectares of void spaces, shadow spaces in the city; that is one third the area of the commercial city core.  There are more than 30 walls over 11 metres high one of which is 1690 metres long.  They are taller than many street frontages in the city and the Shankill /Falls wall is now longer in existence than any ‘peace-wall’ in Europe.  It is now almost 47 years old.  The walls are crude and brutal urban signatures.

The walls are the politics of separation.  They are a diagram of the macro and micro political forces that are operating in the neighbourhood areas: the walls and the void spaces around them claim space and surface: they claim ground and challenge the regeneration agenda in the city.  The interface walls do more, however, than separate two sections of a community.  They cut across and destroy the urban fabric and urban grain: once connected streets have been severed and truncated and not now possible, in many instances, to re-connect.  The walls stamp a character of non-connectedness on the city.






Ground is generally not shared in Belfast. It is ‘our territory’ or that of ‘the other’.  The built figure of the city is equally charged.  In such urban condition where ‘common ground’ is limited or disputed, or where shared-ground or shared space is fleeting, then how might the ordinary work of an architect help define or declare an agenda for connecting, accommodating, stitching places?

And yet the wall, the boundary, need not be the edge, a stopping point but be a way through: be porous; a threshold, the way through to the other.

For the 2012 Venice Biennale David Chipperfield wanted the theme of ‘common ground’ to ‘steer the Biennale towards an awareness of continuity, coherence and remembrance, towards shared influence and collective expectations’ - a tall order indeed.  As an aside, in the design of the proposed Peace Building and Conflict Resolution Centre for MazeLongKesh (in 2012) architect, Daniel Libeskind, used the same theme of a common ground suggesting the need for a shared narrative of the conflict in the North as the beginnings of a shared future.

Those words and phraseology are intriguing. And the sentiments may even have few detractors.  But, shared ...and collective...what might be the opportunities for such expectations?  

Architects, urbanists, social policy makers and citizens seek a shared place – a connected city or neighbourhood with opportunities for all and a shared or communal public space for events and community expression that is retained in the collective memory of place.  In cities and neighbourhoods of conflict, or sites of conscience, and of limited shared places or common ground how then might the architect using her / his understanding of the mechanisms and protocols of regeneration and ‘place-making’ work towards architecture?

I’m curious then how we might explore and aerate the theme of ‘new ground and porous borders’ – certainly relevant in a city such as Belfast where there is a fraught relationship between the specifics of figure and ground and it is, I believe, as true for Belfast as it is for many post-industrial, post-conflict cities.








New Ground and Porous Borders

The large area of west Belfast – is an area of the city which was deemed ‘beyond the pale’, - ‘outside the palisade’, and indeed during the 70s and 80s the west was outside the ring of steel that partially enclosed the commercial city core - outwith the jurisdiction in many ways: was declared lawless, barbaric and still the people were resilient, creative and progressive.  The west Belfast community was demonised during the period of the conflict and yet is home to Féile an Phobail (one of Europe’s premier community festivals) and is home to one of the most transformative urban actions in these islands – the Gaeltacht Quarter regeneration project.  An initiative which has as its roots a small group of eight families who decided in the late 1960s to raise their families through the Irish language, established their own built community and their endeavour and inspiration have since inspired a generation to imagine, develop and build schools, businesses, cultural centres, radio stations and sports complexes.

I believe that there is enormous potential for all of our citizens in such development /regeneration paradigm.  The maxim, na habair é, deán é (don’t just say it, do it) resonates in a spirit of self-help. It’s a confluence of history, cultural continuity and, currently, of fortuitous timing of events; new opportunities afforded under review of Local Government administration and maturing and experienced local politicians who remain committed to their constituency bases, notwithstanding the change in political representation at the helm of the new Department of the Communities.

Regeneration in Belfast, has, for more than thirty years, been a retail-led: city-core agenda.  Such that any assumption about improving quality of life for citizens; about building in this post-industrial, post-conflict city have been predicated on reductive, old-model urbanism: as if shopping and mono-functional urban regeneration, as profligate non-place, will cement the peace and concretise a re-imaged, re-imagined city.

Might the perforated urban object that is Corbusier’s Carpenter Centre be appropriate model for shared thematic buildings or could Shigeru Ban’s Curtain Wall house be metaphor for imaginative invention? Can a conceived new ground be first step in making common ground?

In some ways, architects, and builders, make new ground on every project – digging up old foundations and floor slabs and demolishing gable and party walls revealing the traces of family and intimate interior life.  They ‘grub-up’ (in the parlance of the industry) and prepare to make a new ground or new floor or new site condition that will act as tabula rasa – the utopian blank slate - on which activities, habitation and use will prevail.  The scraped ground on which new buildings and structures arise is a simple, understandable concept but my developing interest is in the deeper, more profound, imaginative, more multi-stranded confluence of memory, history, social and political context and cultural opportunity of such ground to which the condition of architecture might attain. And such understanding of memory and history might also leave opportunity for a new recipe for future fictive narratives to infuse and infect the existing urban morphology.  

I seek, through project work, to extend the reach of the debate to explore the relationship of one city – Belfast – with its citizens by extending the ground of architecture fully into the realm of urban design and to consider the surface and skin and the section of the void-city – the in-between space – that could connect the centre-city to the neighbourhoods and to the suburbs and the hills.  City section as transformed landscape might then initiate an open-public engagement on the complex issue of people(s)’ cultural identity and space: the fundamental crisis at the heart of our belief in, and demand for, a re-imagined city.  

Architecture creates space for the individual and for society, and it is the definition of space that is the first step in the making of ‘place’ and the forming of a sense of homecoming for people.  Place is not merely the space around objects / buildings: neither the object nor the space can be detached from human activity – they exist in constant interaction.  As theorist Bernard Tschumi declared ‘regeneration is a promiscuous collision of programmes and spaces – a complex network of relationships – of which architecture is as much about the events that take place in spaces as about the spaces themselves.’

Brownfield sites are about neighbours, the surroundings, the pre-existing conditions, and a complex network of spatial, physical and emotional relationships.  All of the above suggest degrees of responsibility and of civic considerations.  And all set a snare by associations of ‘context’ and ‘appropriateness’ – the emotive loop of regeneration, the narrow interpretation of which leads to an argument about fashion or style.  

Philosophers Walter Benjamin and Theodor Adorno refer to the term ‘mimesis’ as a kind of deep affinity between things and people: mimesis as a process of mediation; that it is responsible for the very possibility to recognise similarities and to transfer meanings.  As method it is increasingly used by those mainland European architects at the cutting edge of practice.  Mimesis, and an understanding of ‘ambiente’ (pre-existing conditions), may loosen the snare of ‘context’ and offer an opportunity for mature dialogue between designers, planners, clients and citizens.

We can be inclusive; we can acknowledge the memories of a place and incrementally develop as a process of continuity in the city rather than accepting urban fracture, rupture and rejection.  The history of our conflict and also of our culture – our artistic expression – has been inexorably linked to the spaces and buildings of the city.  Those histories provide our context for growth; provide our base pattern for change.  

I gain a stride from Heaney’s notion that a reliable critical course can be plotted by following an artistic sixth sense.  Robert Pinsky’s essay on the ‘Responsibilities of the Poets’ (May I cheekily extend that to architects?) proposes that the ‘need to answer …is the ground where the centaur walks’. The centaurs – imagined by many writers as liminal beings – caught between two natures and embodied in contrasted myths seem appropriate metaphor for the artistic search for an ambiguous intermediate state – the political, cultural and social interregnum in my homeplace?  The liminal zone or littoral zone (neither one thing nor the other) might be the opportune space on which to make new ground?

Many of the signatories of the Proclamation of Easter 1916 were poets and teachers and that fact (suggested Evelyn Conlon) might just give the artists of today their deserved say.  ‘They, after all, are the people continuously involved in public service, most of them living on the scrapings of tin in order to give us a better understanding of what life means.’

The potential for creative space could be conceived as safe haven or refuge: the remove from dark places and dark times.  And the notion of refuge could, by using the opportunity of bilingual language - English / Irish -, mutate into an allusion to sanctuary.  The Irish for sanctuary and place of refuge is tearmann and to be ‘faoi thearmann’ is ‘to be under protection’.  Tearmann has its roots in the Latin ‘Terminus’ who as the Roman God of Boundaries watched over property and presided over the fixing of boundaries and frontiers.  There is opportunity between mythological convention and fictive and architectural imagination.

Vicky Cosstick’s recent book is clear in reaching to the heart of our socio-political reality noting that ‘unfortunately, to a significant degree, the barriers have been deemed only of concern in the areas within which they are present, with little attention given to the social ramifications posed to the province (sic) as a whole.’

That political reality and the Assembly’s assessment that the overall cost of division is approximately £1.5bn per annum undoubtedly led to the May 2013 initiative Together Building a United Community – TBUC and the declaration by the joint First Ministers to bring down the walls by 2023 but which has, unfortunately, made little progress and has been a failure of leadership on a number of levels: the communities were given responsibility for leading on transformation of the walls in a period of disconnect between communities and political leaders, and is in any case, an abdication of political responsibility for the interface areas and of ‘the need to recognise and address at the highest strategic level all of the critical issues affecting interface areas ...’, including the legacy of trauma and the extent of disaffection of young people.

Michael Sorkin in launching Cosstick’s book in New York last June noted that the ‘walls are currently armatures of negotiation and perhaps, reconciliation’ and in accepting the process of transformation and building constructive change urged that we move ‘towards locales of interchange, discovery and neighbourliness’.

Cosstick has made a hugely important addition to the wealth of books on Belfast none of which addresses the legacy of the walls in so comprehensive a manner.  Vicky was rigorous, thoughtful and challenging, requiring us to be shocked by the world around the walls and to imagine a city without barriers by opening conversations around conflict; ‘conversations which help to change people’s minds, or to come to some new shared understanding or consensus.’ 

The disappearance of the walls; the questions of the past, memory and of how memory retains its visibility and the multiple layers of meaning and cultural assumptions are rich ground for challenging conversations.  

Many of you will know Ciaran Carson’s Belfast poems in ‘Belfast Confetti’ or ‘The Irish for No’ which mapped the disappearing and changing city.  Many of the places mentioned exist now only in memory – winding arteries of empire no longer on the map.

In the poem Belfast Confetti in ‘The Irish for No’ collection Carson declares:

I know this labyrinth so well – Balaclava, Raglan, Inkerman
	Odessa Street – 
Why can’t I escape?  Every move is punctuated. Crimea Street.
	Dead end again.
A Saracen, Kremlin-2 mesh.  Makrolon face-shields.  Walkie-
	talkies.  What is
My name?  Where am I coming from? Where am I going? A
	Fusillade of question-marks.

In the 2008 ‘Festschrift for Ciarán Carson’ the author and lecturer Eamon Hughes discussed the etymology of the Falls Road: ‘Like Shankill, the name Falls originally had much wider significance, for it referred to one of the native Irish petty kingdoms of the area.  The name of the territory ... in seventeenth century English documents ... is likely to go back to Irish Tuath na bhFál – petty kingdom of the enclosures or fields...but in place names it often refers to the area enclosed by a hedge or fence.’  Hedges not walls.  Hedges are porous; they offer opportunity for cross-movement and access in a city dominated by walls.

At the book launch last evening I met my old friend Shane O’Toole who mentioned that he continues to write and lobby to save the city.  And I agree with him that too much of the history of the city is lost when Council (and others) demolish important urban artefacts /buildings.  Some might see him as nuisance, or crank, but remembering Francis Sheehy Skeffington (shot dead in 1916) agreeing that he himself was a crank recognised that such could be a good thing, as a crank is ‘a small instrument that makes revolutions’.

Such portrait of the artist is a good thing.  While some may run away somebody has to speak for those without a voice.

Go raibh maith agaibh
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